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INTRODUCTION
The Golden Eagle Aquila chrysaetos
extinction

in much of its

numbers are restricted
the 99th meridian,

range.

canadensis

In the Western Hemisphere its

primarily

to the mountainous

from extreme northern

in Death Valley,

species,

it continues

it is alleged
better

manage this

must be thoroughly
published
nesting

to suffer

to interfere

ecology,

productivity,
Utah.

its

understood .
areas

nesting

in Colorado to below sea

through

life

illegal

on the hunting

killing

and local

objective

of this

ecology and behavior

wherever

peculiarities

the Golden Eagle's
is known of its

and the

In order to

.Although numerous reports

little

this

restrictions

operations.

history

concerning

and behavior,

It is the principal

Central

losses

with livestock

species,

from various

Mexico

Law was enacted in 1962 protecting

of temporary moratoriums

enactment

west of

(Summer, 1929a) •

California

.Although a Federal

regions

Alaska to northern

(Hobbie and Cade, 1962) and from timberline
level

Linn. is facing

have been
productivity,

biology

study to determine

in Utah.
the

of the Golden Eagle in West

2

LITERATURE
REVIEW
Gordon (1927) wrote one of the first
nesting

behavior

of a pair

thorough reviews of the

of Golden F.agles in Scotland.

time much has been done to qualify

Since that

and expand on his findings.

Watson

(1957), Sandeman (1957), Lockie (1964), and Lockie and Ratcliffe
have all

added knowledge to the breeding

throughout

various

Similarly,

areas

notes and articles

concerning various

activities.

Finley

(1906) published

of reports

concerning

the activities

Slevin

(1929) published

over a 6 year period
Dixon's

of this

aspects

have been published

of this

an account concerning

species

of various

California.

pairs

of eagles

by numerous accounts

North America.
of Cameron's work (1905, 1908) concerning

Golden F.agles in Montana, little
Mountain Region until

in the continental

was published

It was then realized

concentrations

United States.

1946; Williams and Matteson,

behaviorial

some

for the Rocky
that this

of Golden Eagles remaining

Many of the later

1947; Brmm and Calley,

1958; Strandtmann,
of various

information
1940 1 s.

the late

region had one of the largest

accounts

in California.

in Santa Clara and San Benito Counties,

With the exception

Craighead,

of a long series

7 pairs of Golden F.agles

has provided a record that has been substantiated

'

in

of the Golden Eagle's

one of the first

(1937) attempt to map the territories

from throughout

species

of Scotland.

countless

the United States

success

(1964)

reports

(Wood,

1950; Fevold and

1962) were concerned ·with eye witness
features

or reports

on the food habits

3
of various
life

populations

history

of Golden Eagles.

data as well as detailed

The latest

food habit

of McGahan (1967, 1968) concerni.~g a population

effort

information

to report
is that

of eagles in South-

western Montana.
Unfortunately,

only scattered

1945; Hayward, 1967) on the status
been published;
void that

exists.

it is anticipated

reports

(Twomey, 1942; Hardy,

of the Golden Eagle in Utah have
that

this

study will

begin to fill

the
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LOCATION
ANDDESCRIPTION
OF THESTUDY
AREAS
The nest
referred

were grouped into two study areas which W'ill be

to as Area A and

is located
contains

sites

Area B.

The principal

study area (Area A)

west of Utah Lake in Utah and Tooele Counties,
approximately

540 square miles.

by Utah Lake, on the north by a line
intersection

It is bordered

with State Highway 36 on the west; south by a line

and east to Utah Lake.

As indicated

land areas between the two parallel

of the Ea.st Tintic
in Fig. 1, there

mountain ranges.

Valley west of the Lake Mountains,

and (3) parts

of the Cquirrh Mountai.~s, Thorpe Hills,
Area

B consists

of several

Included are nests

These include

under observation

(2) Cedar

Mountains.

throughout

West Cen-

on the Front of the Wasatch Mountains

near Provo in Utah County, Utah as well as in several
Other nests

broad

of Rush Valley west

and East Tintic

nest locations

running

Mountains

are three

(1) the lowland between Utah Lake and the Lake Mountains,

Utah.

on the east

running from Utah lake to its

from Vernon to the extreme north front

tral

Utah, and

are located

adjacent

canyons.

in and around Yuba State

Park,

Juab County, Utah.
Predominant Vegetation
The vegetation
sagebrush-shadscale
the well drained
of two shrubs,

of .Area A can be typified
biome (Shelford,

regions,
sagebrush

as a cold desert,

1963). Predominant vegetation

comprising most of the nest sites,
(Artemisia

tridentata),

and shadscale

of

is composed

i'-,

<J

~~

I

L. _.,:_/

__

/~_L___.
_____

KE

~~,stateHwv
.• ___
~~~--~---i6rave1
road

_
RaiIroad +--+--+--+-+
Nesls
active19671:::,
Nesls
actiVe1968 o
contour
interval500teet
3--------~

Statutemiles
Fig. 1.
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Study Areas A and B.

V1.

6

(Atriplex

confertifolia).

cheat grass
smithii)

(Bromis tectorum)

are the predominant

have blacksage
the sagebrush

have juniper

of the heavier

grass

(0:ryzopsis hY::nenoides),

and western wheatgrass
grasses

of this

soil

fir

(Agropyrom

region.

1he rocky knolls

(E~hedra ~-)

altitudes,

starting

osteosoerma)

(7,000 feet).
sand dropseed

at about 6,000 feet,

and sagebrush

as the dominant

Rabbit brush (Chrysothamnus 2..2.),
(Sporobolus

occupy the poorly drained
Only a small portion
some acreage
in winter

in barley

portions

wheat northwest

cryptandrus)

of these

at the higher
Indian rice

and western wheatgrass

of both Cedar and Rush Valleys.

of land is under cultivation;

five miles

replacing

areas.

with some pinyon pine (Pinus monoohy1a) occurring

altitudes
grass,

of higher

(Juniperus

rice

nova)and joint

(Artemisia

Tne areas

cover,

Indian

there

south of the Lake Mountains,
same mountains.

is
and some

7

METHODS
.ANDPROCEDURES
T'ne study was conducted from January.
the majority

of the field

both years.

Field

on a portable
the field

tape recorder.

Locating
included

in a single

of adult

Golden Eagles,

Additional

information

field

notes

of the late

and with the aid of area Fish and Wild.life

In order to obtain an accurate
kept under observation

ing.

with periodic

incubation

placed near three
detailed

eyries

observation

A photographic

Territoriality
activity

visits

Service

record

of activity
lens

in relation

over the area

was obtained
of Lehi, Utah,

personnel.

of events,

Burlap hides

associated

eyries·were

(Fig.

of nest

2) were

to facilitate

more

with brooding and fledg-

was taken with the aid of both

on a 3.5mm
single

was determined

thoroughly

during the stages

at the time of hatching

of the behavior

task 'Which

R. G. Bee of Provo, Utah,

tiraetable

and brooding.

a 600mmand 350mm
telephoto

eagles'

two flights

communications with John Hutchings

the personal

construction,

600 hours were spent in

on foot and taking

engine airplane.

through personal

and notes were taken

proved to be a demanding physical

areas

of

150 nest visits.

the activites

suspected

glasses

Approximately

nest sites

observing

searching

reading

of 7 X 35mm
field

includes

seasons

were made with the aid of a 20 power

observations

and this

July 1968 with

during the nesting

work occurring

scope and a pair

spotting

1967 until

by recording

to individual

nests.

lens reflex

camera.

the direction
The directions

of the
were

8

Fig. 2.

Nest A5 with hide (1968).

9
then plotted

on circle

graphs as percentages

and these were placed

around a map of the study area.
Unsuccessful

attempts

were made throughout

the winter

of 1967-

68 to live trap and mark Golden Eagles with the use of a Bal-chatri
trap with both mammalian and avian bait.
spring

Victor

No, l½ and No. 2

jump tra.~ps with padded jaws were also placed on favored

posts in Cedar Valley.

This resulted

Horned Owls (~~bo virginianus),

in the capture

roosting

of two Great

one Short Eared Owl (Asio flammeus)

and one Long Eared Owl (Asio otus).

lO

RESULTS

Nest locations.

A total

during the two-year period.
1968.
nests

The increase

Eighty-seven

ll were noted :in 1967 and 20 in

is due to the addition

percent

of the Yuba State

of additional

of all nesting

Park area

in Areas A and B.

nests
occurred

on cliffs

(27

6.5%(1 nest) on the ground and 6.5% (1 nest) on an artificial

nests),
structure.

This structure,

located

on the U. S.

Arrrry

(.Al4) is an abandoned gunnery tower reaching

Activity

the ground.

The nest is situated

meter high metal railing
The ground nest
meters high.
rises

Of these,

as well as the discovery

nests 1 were observed

of 31 active

11 meters above

at the top and surrounded by a 1

and a 2 meter high wooden frame (Fig.
(A5) is located

'!he ledge remains level

at approximately

Deseret Depot

3).

on the top of a rock ledge three
for about 1.5 meters and then

a 13 degree angle to the top of the hill

(Fig.

2).

ill
nests

except five nests were reached without

ranged from two meters

the cliffs.

Most of these

one (BJ) which is sandstone

(A4) to 13 meters

cliffs

others

The

(AS) above the base of

are limestone

and three

the aid of ropes.

with the exception

of

(B4, B5a and b, and B6)

which are shale.
Altitudinal

distribution.

61.3% were at altitudes

Of all

active

nests

between 5,000 and 6,000 feet,

in the study,

9.7%below 5,000

1 Active nests are defined as those showing new decoration
the presence of adult birds during the nesting season.

and/or

11

Fig. 3.

Tower nest (Al4) located at U.
Deseret Depot Activity (1968) .

s. A:rrny

12
feet

and 29.0$Sa.bove 6,000 feet

_413at approximately

A5 and

are nests
spectively

(Table 1).

'Ihe altitudinal

extremes

Li,,750feet and 6,800 feet

with the average altitude

for all

active

nests

re-

being 5,750

feet.
Nest as )'.)ect.
faced west,

55. 57$of all

For both yea.rs,

22. 2% north,

18. 6%south ai"l.dJ. 7% east

is no apparent

difference

either

facing

directions

or in t..he distribution

various

T.nis is in addition

The largest

materials

The smallest

it was destroyed

to be 1 meter long,

meter high.

accurate

presurna.bly under its

amount of

'Ihis was the only

on a small ledge halfway
to be .A-1 but

measurements

and measuring

0.7 meter from front

This nest was located

and collapsed,

below.

nest is believed

before

With the aid of photographs

estimated

that were active

directions.

exposure and was located

up on a 9 meter cliff.

taken.

between the two years.

(AJb) measured 1.0 meter wide, l

on the ground immediately

nest with an easterly

unfortunately,

nest

'Ihere

cliffs

to back and 1.6 meters high and had a large

meter from front
nesting

in the number of available

exposed to all

nests

(Table 2).

to the to,.mr and the ground nests

both years and were completely
Nest size.

a.cti ve cliff

the debris,

could be
it was

to back and 0.5

in a loosely

broken limestone

quarry

o,.m weight,

vm.en the eaglets

were

ten days old.
Nest rnat8rials.
ing vegetation
juniper

Nest materials

in both composition

(Juniperus

osteosperma)

usually

reflected

and abundance.

Those nests

and larger

branches

with

or pinyon pine (Pinus monophylla.)

nearby had an abundance of shredded bark a.s lining,
decoration,

the surround-

in the main structure.

lea.fed branches
Hest 1\2.a had

as

13

TABLEl
Number and percentage of active Golden Eagle nests at
various altitudes
in Area A and B.
.Altitude
range
(feet)

N

4,000-5,000

2

5,000-6,000
6,000-7,000
Totals

1967

Total

1968

Percent

N

Percent

N

Percent

18.2

1

5.0

3

9.7

6

5/}.5

13

65.0

19

61. 3

3

27.3

6

30.0

9

29.0

11

100.0

20 100.0

31 100.0

TABLE2
Exposures of active

cliff

Direction
of
exposure

N

Percent

North

3

33,3

East

0

o.o

West

4

44 .::;,.,

South

2

Total

nests

1967

.9

for Area A and B.
Total

1968
N Percent

N

Percent

16.7

6

22.2

1

5.5

1

3. 7

11

61.1

15

55.5

22.2

3

16.7

5

18.6

100.0

18

100.0

27

100.0

:3
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as its

lining

both shredded juniper

:in almost equal proportions.

bark and pulverized

This is :in contrast

dominately pinyon branches,

juniper

leaves

to A6 which had pre-

and about 0.3 meter long, not shred-

leafed

ded into a fine mulch but packed with use.
Otlly nest AJ had foreign
It contained

material

incorporated

into the nest.

a piece of wire about two meters long placed vertically
of the nest and extending

the outside

slightly

on

above the top edge.

Nest Density And Territoriality
Pair density.
taken only from Area
of land area including
nesting

pairs

Pair density

A which contained
villages

approximately

and cultivated

This is i:~ contrast

38 square miles per pair.
for rarely

to 14 nesting

Tnese figures

during the nesting

data were

.540square miles
In 1967, nine

fields.

were observed for an average density

square miles.

pair,

and al'l territoriality

of one pair per 60
pairs

in 1968 averaging

express the maximum area per

season were adult

birds

seen in

the townships east of Faust in Rush Valley or east of Fairfield
Cedar Valley and unknown nesting
The two active

nests

in

pairs may also have been present.

with the greatest

unoccupied distance

between

them were Al5 and Al4, 16.1 miles apart.

This area was occupied pre-

dominately

and provided virtually

nesting

by sheep and cattle

habitat

for eagles.

operations
The closest

when AJb and A4 were both active
between the two nests
than A4.

A third

nests

and 0.68 miles apart.

were found in 1968
The divide

was 125 feet higher than AJb and 225 feet higher

nest active

in 1968 (A5) completed a triangle

sides measured:

AJb to A4 0.68 miles,

AJb 1.49 miles.

The area of this

contained

active

no

only a limited

divide.

whose

A4 to A5 1.45 miles and A5 to

triangle

was 0.48 square miles and

15
Territoriality.
territoriality.
nests

Only in Axea A was an attempt made to measure

Tne direction

was recorded

had

with four or more sighting

Recordings for both years were included when the same

nest or knovm alternate

rather

eagles going to or from their

and only those nests

appear in Fig. 4.

'Iha birds

of all

nests were involved,

of nest Al5a and band

evenly distributed

A8a and b had their

in four directions.

33.3%of their activity

activity

Those of nest Al5a and b

to both the north and south and

16.6%to

both the east and the west; while A8a and b had 18.2% to the east and
the west,

36%to the south, and 27% to the north.

Pairs A5, A4, A3 and A2a a."1db had their
stricted

to various

directions.

activity

somewhat re-

of nest A2 had no sightings

The birds

to the north while 37. 5°;6were to both south and east ·with 25%to the
west.

Pairs A3, A4, and A5 had their

directions.
north,

Fifty=four

percent

activity

of the activity

while 45. 5%and 31. 8% of the activity

south respectively.

All of the activity

between both the south and west.
had the greater
other.

part of their

Sixty-one

percent

in opposite

of A3a and b was to t.1-i.e
of A5 was to the east and

of pair A4 was evenly divided

Similarly,

activity

primarily

pairs

A9, AlO and A-11,

in directions

of the activity

opposite

of pair AlO was to the south,

while pair A-11 had 50%to the north and 33.3% to the east.
had

to each

Pair A9

66.6%to the south and 33.3%to the east and no reported activity

to the north and west.
Alternate
alternate
nests.

nests.

nests.

Eleven of the 20 pairs

Of these,

of the 11 pairs

Manyof the pairs

8 pairs

had three nests

with alternates

of eagles had one or more
considered
and 3 pairs

had known alternate
had two.

are known to have used different

'Ihree
nests

,

.

3 '/,-~

17
the same year.
slightly

The distance

fran active to alternate

nests ranged from

less than 25 meters at A4 to 1.3 miles at AB.

Nesting Activity
Nest preparation.

of the nests varied greatly

Preparation

with

several being almost doubled in size while others remained virtually
unchanged.

Nest AlO was increased

1968 season

an increase

to nest A5 which was enlarged very little

in contrast

or all

the same period.

in height nearly 0.4 meter for the

the nests known for the two years,

for

54-5~had

in height of O.l meter or more with the remaining 45.5%

having less than 0,1 meter of new material

Egg laying,

added.

Egg laying dates varied from year to year as well

as within each year.

One egg was noted in nests A3b on February 25,

AlO on February 26, and Al.4 on March 1, 1968.

Two eggs were seen in

nests B5 and B6 on the second of March 1968 and in nest Al.5 on the
fourth of March 1968.
42 day incubation

This is in contrast

period,

the first

March 11, 1967 but unfortunately

to 1967 when, based on a

eggs were found in nest AJa on

no laying date could be determined as

the nest was destroyed before hatching.
The last

two eggs laid in 1968 were found on April 11 at nest

B5b and were abandoned about May 16 with evidence that incubation
lasted

nearly 35 days.

for this pair,

with their

'!his is believed to be the second nesting
first

a.bout March 17, 1968 at nest

had
effort

having ended with two abandoned eggs
B.5a, Another late ne~ting date occurred

at nest A7 where one young hatched about May 5, and based on a 42 day
incubation

period the egg would have been laid a.bout March 24.

18
Temperature data (Table 3) from the t'Woyears indicates
ent difference

and provides no correlation

no appar-

between the laying dates

for both years.
Incubation
from three nests.

periods.

Nest Al.5b had an egg present

young eaglet was estimated

that this

to have hatched between April 12 and 14.

on the nest.

This would increase

period to a probable 41 to 43 days.

Similarly,

and B6 held two eggs each on March 1 and 3 respectively.
dates of birth

are Aprill3

nest A14
'Ihe estimated

in a mini.mum 41 to 4J

period for both clutches.

Fledging.

'!he length of time required

varied from B.5 weeks to 10 weeks.
April

the

to 15 for the eggs of nest Al.4 and April

14 to 16 for the eggs of nest B6. '!his results
day incubation

However,

egg was laid March 2 when the bird was observed

for 35 minutes to be sitting
incubation

on March 4 and the

a minimum of 39 to 41 days of incubation.

This would indicate
it is felt

Accurate :incubation periods were obtained

for the young to fledge

Pair A8b batched two birds about

7, shortly afterwhich one died.

Fifty-nine

days later,

on June

5, the nest was empty and what is believed to be the remaining bird was
seen 1.5 miles east of the nest resting
our vehicle

on a low ledge.

It allowed

to approach to within 100 meters and then flew poorly for

about O.25 miles,

and landed roughly on a hillside.

One y011ngat nest Al.5b fledged in approximately
1968 and two young :fledged in 9 weeks in 1967.

ten weeks in

'lhree other pairs

(A5,

.AJ.2and .AJ.4) each fledged one bird in nine weeks in 1968 and pair A4
:fledged two birds ·.in this

same period in 1968.
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Productivity
In 1967 and 1968, 23 nesting

pairs or Golden F.agles produced 44

eggs for an average of 1.91 eggs per nest.

'lhree pair produced one egg

each; 19 produced two eggs each and the remaining pair produced three
eggs (Table 4).

of Jl active pairs in 1967 and 1968 hatched

A total

35 birds for an average of l.lJ

young per pair.

Twenty-six or 74%

of these subsequently fledged for an average of 0.84 fledglings

per

pair for both years (Table 5).
Unsuooessf'ul nests.
failed

Six of the thirteen

are alleged to have been interfered

and b were destroyed during incubation

nesting

attempts that

with by humans. Nest AJa

in both years of study.

1967the female was shot off the nest by

a small caliber

bullet

In

and

both eggs destroyed and in 1968 all three eggs were found broken in
the same area below and to the side of the nest.

Nest A6, AlO and A-11

had the eggs removed and no remains could be found in or around the
sites.

Four people with a rope were seen near nest A-ll on the last

day the eggs were reported.
Humaninterference

is also blamed for the aba.ndomnent of nest

ABa in 1967 before eggs were laid.

It is known that at least

attempted to enter this nest with a rope on the last

one man

day it was re-

ported active.
One nest (A2) was abandoned after

a fire

of unknown origin des-

troyed a pack rat den 12 meters to the side of the nest.

Although the

nest and egg were undamaged they were abandoned even though the eagles
remained in the area.
determined.

'

'!he cause for abandonment in 1968 was never
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TABIEJ
Average temperatures 1 (Degree Fahrenheit)
for January and February of 1967-1968.
February

January

1967

High

40.2

Low
27.4

High

45.2

Low

1968

40.J

22.2

48.4

J0.6

26.2

4.4
Difference 0.1
5.2
J.2
lTemperature data taken from the weather
station located on the Brigham Young
University

campus, Provo, Utah.

TABIE4
Clutch size for various Golden Eagle nests for Areas
A and B
Clutch
size

N

1967
Percent

N

1

1

14.2

2

2

6

85.8

J
Total

2

100.0

1968
Percent

N

Total
Percent

12.5

J

lJ.O

81.J

19

82.6

1

6.2

1

4.4

16

100.0

2J

100.0

lJ
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TABLE
5
Productivity

records,

1967-1968, Areas A a.nd B
Area A

Area B

Area A
and B

9

2

11

14

6

20

with eggs 1967

7

l

8

with eggs 1968

13

6

19

Number hatched 1967

10

2

12

Number hatched 1968

17

6

23

efforts

1967

Number of nesting efforts

1968

Number of nesting

No.

of nesting efforts

No. of nesting

efforts

Average number hatched per nest 1967

1.11

1.00

l. 09

Average number hatched per nest 1968

1..21

1.00

1.15

Average number hatched per nest 1967-68

1.17

1.00

1.13

Number f'ledged 1967

7

2

9

Number fledged 1968

12

5

17

Average number fledged per nest 1967

0.78

1.00

0.82

Average number fledged per nest 1968

o.86

0.83

o.85

Average number fledged per nest 1967-68

0.83

0.88

o.84

Percent of hatched that fl.edged 1967

70.0

100.0

75.0

Percent of hatched that fl.edged 1968·

70.5

BJ.3

73.9

Percent of hatched that fledged 1967-68

70.3

87.7

74.3
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AB mentioned previously,

nest Al2 collapsed in 1967 causing the

death of both young.
Nest B.5awas abandoned with two eggs at least
incubation

started.

A possible

14 days a:f'ter

explanation might be the placement of a

hide near by, or the nesting of approximately 12 starlings
the structure

of the eagle nest.

in and around

Approximately 25 days a:f'ter the initial

abandonment, two eggs were noted in nest B.5b0.7 mile south of the
first

nest.

'Ihis too was abandoned nearly five weeks later

for no

apparent reason.
Only pairs

at nest AS and B2 in 1967 failed

to lay eggs although

they remained 1n the area for most of the season.
Behavior
Most of the incubation was done by the female.

this occurred in mid-aftemoon when on three occasions at two

tion to
different
mate.
left

nests,

the male was seen to alight

'Ihis appeared to last

on the nest and relieve

less than two hours, at which time the ma.le

'lhe nests were kept free of food remains during

the :incubation period by the adult& who carried

the debris away. How-

ever, this was not the case once the young hatched.
up to a po:int where at nest ABb the partial
were on the nest proper.

.Al.temate roosts.

all the nest visits,

'lhe remains built

remains of 12 jackrabbits

Nest .Al.4had much the same situation

the time the young was four weeks old until

tain

his

the nest before his 111&tereturned.
Nest sanitation.

Of

The only excep-

from

it nedged •

'Ihe ma.le spent very little

time at the nest.

there were only tw occasions when it was cer-

that the male and not the female was on the nest.

Several nests

2.3
had roosting

sites

near the nest where the male spent much of his time.

Site AJb had such a roost 15 meters above and to the south of the nest.
Birds of nest A4 used the large hill
alternate
tions,

directly

nest 30 meters to the east.

south of the nest and an

Nest A5a had two roosting loca-

one 110 meters to the northwest on a higher ledge and another

approx:imately 0.25 miles west of the nest.
curred at nest

other obvious roosts oc-

B4 and B6 immediately above and to the east of the nest

and to the south of the nest respectively.
Nest .A.5was exposed :ln all directions

Nest aspect.

and the yrung consequently suffered

from the heat.

to the sun,

The female of this

nest was often seen shading the young with her wings while the eaglet
eagerly sought the shade of the parent.

Also on four occasions the

male brought large tumbleweeds to the nest and placed them on three
occasions to the west side of the nest in an apparent effort
the young.

to shade

The young spent much time in gul1ar panting with its legs

and wings outstretched

on the nest.

Ch two occasions at nest A4 the young were seen to seek the small
areas of shade to such an extent that they crowded each other and forced
the smaller bird to occupy an exposed position.
Nest Defense.
defensive behavior.

All but three of the nest pairs

Most ·of the birds would lea,a and fly

as soon as they were aware of rrry approach.
at nest A5. Fran incubation

to fledging,

area and at times call :in a rather
nest was visited.

showed no sign of

Particularly

One exception was the pair
these birds would stay in the
"cherop" sound whenever the

dur:ing incubation

remain within 45 meters and circle
would be higher and usually

shrill

silent.

out of sight

the female would

and call while the male, if present,
'Ibis cont:lnued through fledging
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with only the call being omitted.

At this nest the young began leaving

the nest and walking about on the hillside
least

when 6.5 weeks old and on at

one occasion before the young fiedged the female came to with:in

50 meters of the author and circled
"cherop 11 so,md (Fig. 5).
move when disturbed,
sive activity

and called in her characteristic

Although this bird never made an aggressive

she did remain nearby- and defensive •

.All defen-

off sharply when two or more persons visited

fell

the nest

together.
'lhe female of nest B5, although hardly
the nest until

defensive,

never left

observers were almost :ln touching distance.

When a.t nest

B,5a she could be approached to within 10 meters and photographed with
no apparent disturbing
leave the nest until
nest.

effect.

While at nest B.5bthe female would not

someone was looldng at her aver the edge of the

When she did leave she usually circled

fore going out of sight.
identified

'lhe male of this nest was never positively

and no observations

The third

two or three times be-

were made of his behavior.

eagle to show some sign of defense was a bird of nest

A12 during 1967.

'!his bird was approached to within 25 meters by the

author in a vehicle.

On this

occasion I was able to climb to the nest

while in £ull view of the bird and touch her wing.

She left

nest was reapproached to within two meters from above.
there were t·wo one-week old eaglets
Fledging behavior.

-wing

exercises.

eral occasions at nests A5, Al5, and B3.
their

At this time

in the nest.

Prior to leaving the nest,

pared themselves by-performing

when the

the eaglets pre-

'lhis was noted on sev-

'lhe eaglets

started

stretch:ing

wings aver their backs when five weeks old and progressed to wing

flapping until

their

first

flight.

'lhe eaglet of nest

A5left

the nest

25

,...

Fig.

,5.

Defensive behavior of female with young
on the ground (nest A5, 1968).
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when 6• .5weeks old and two weeks later

was seen walking on the hillside

with a combination of wing :f'la.ps and jumps.
attempted to fly down the hill
more than short wing jumps.

When approached, this bird

bit was unable to get off the ground for
'lhe following day under similar

this bird did manage to r:cy about 200 meters down the hill
nation of glides and stiff

wing flaps.

conditions

.-iith a combi-

Once on the level valley floor

it was unable to get airborne and was then captured and carried up to
the top of the hill
'Ihe first
hesitation.

and released.

flight

of the eaglet in nest A-11 was one of little

When approached from above, it walked to the nest edge

and immediately jumped off and with a series

:f'la.ps it glided 2.50 meters to the valley floor.

tail

could not regain flight
itself

by lying on its

and was captured after

Th.eeaglets
flights.

wing and

Once there it also

attempting to defend

ha.ck and extending its open talons.

was also returned to the hilltop
first

of very stiff

This bird

and released.

or nest il5 in 1967 and A4 in 1968 had very similar

Only the last

eaglet to leave nest .AJ.5was observed as

it jumped off the nest after mald.ng two approaches to the edge.
glided at least

350 meters with no real wing flapping

abrupt turning.
very plaintive

When about hali'way into its flight

and only the most

it gave off two

cherops" and continued to its destination,

11

It

a juniper

tree.
Both young in nest A4 left

the nest at about 7.5 weeks and were

found on another ledge 20 meters above and to the northwest of their
nest.

These birds apparently walked slowly to this point taking perhaps

several days because droppings could be seen leading from their nest

to

this final

roosting area..

These birds both jumped off this ledge
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and glided,

one to the west 300 meters and the other southeast

500

meters before landing in low sagebrush •.
'Ihe first

flights

of all these young, with the exception of nest

A-ll were witnessed by at least

one of the adult birds.

Only nest A8b

contained large amounts of food after the young had left •
of the other positions
mains scattered
flight

was there any food found, although all had reNo adults were seen near the young before their

about.

and no attempt was made to come to their
Renesting attempts.

after

the failure

a fire

to an altemate

'.I.hreeweeks later

had been added to a height of 0.8 meter above the existing
struction

had ended at

attempts

later

both eagles

nest site 150 meters south-

Examination of this site indicated

in the form of a pyramid.

the flight.

In 1967, nest A2 was abandoned after

destroyed a nearby pack rat den.

were seen carrying sticks

aid during

'lhere were two cases of renesting

of the first.

west of the original.

.Anda.t none

examination indicated

that material
structure

that nest con-

this point.

Nest B5a was abandoned with two eggs about March 17, 1968, and
six days later
nest 0.7 miles
in this

on March 23 new decorations
south of the first.

two eggs revealed feathered

oped claws and bills.
11.

On April 11 two eggs were reported

new nest only to be abandoned between

tion of these last
at least

were evident on an alternate

30 to 35

days

'.Ibis would indicate

May

12 and 16. EK.amina-

embryos with well devel-

that incubation had lasted

and that the eggs were laid about April 10 or

'lhis allowed a period of 24 days from the time of the first

donment to the time the second set of eggs were laid.

aban-
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DISCUSSION

Nest Locations
'llie striking

features

of Area A were the parallel

ranges with broad open valleys
provided an abundance of cliffs
valleys with their

side.

for potential

These mountain ranges
nest sites,

rodent and lagamorph populations

hunting territories.

while the

provided excellent

'!his undoubtedly accounted for the fact that of

the 31 nesting activities
cliffs,

on either

mountain

reported :in the two years,

6.5%on the ground and 6.5%on an artificial

were few trees large enough for nest sites

87~ occurred on
structure,

There

in Area A or around nests

of Area B.
The utilization

of the gunnery tower at site .AJ.4had enabled

this pair of eagles to use this portion of Rush Valley as their
range.

'llie closest

natural

nest site would be in the Qiuirrh Mountains

five miles to the east or on the ground on several low hills.
location

in the U. s• .Arrrfs'Deseret Depot Activity

from civilian

hunting

hunting pressures

'Ihis

offered protection

and an abundant jackrabbit

population.

'Ihe ground nest at A5 is believed to be an abandoned Ferruginous
Hawk (Buteo regalis)

nest.

Both McGahan(1968) and Wellein and Ray

(1964) have reported unoccupied eagle nests on the ground.
McGahan(1968) reported that about

7116
of

his study in southwestern Montana were on cliffs,

trees.

the active nests in
with the remainder in

Wellein and Ray (1964) reported that of the 79 occupied and
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unoccupied nests fomd :1n Texas and NewMexico, 87% were on cliffs,
11% :in trees and one nest on the ground.

Only

furie

tree nests to report when he observed 2'.3nests,

(1944) had no

&11 on clit:ts,

in .Ala.ska.

Bee (Unpublished field notes) reported an active eagle nest in a fir
tree on the eastem

slope of the Lake Mountains of Area A in 1936. 'Ihis

nest could not be located in the present
Tue altitude
topography.

of the active

Tue average altitude

study.

nests reflected

the surrounding

for all active nests in the study was

5,750 feet -with no nest:lng activity

seen above 6,800 feet.

Sixty-one

percent of all active nests were located between 5,000 and 6,000 feet
with 9.7% below 5,000 feet and 29% above 6,000 feet.
planation
6,500 feet.

A possible

is that only limited hunting areas exist at altitudes
McGahan (1968) has stated that nest site preference

influenced by the direction

two percent of the active nests :in rrr:, study faced north,
These figures

fail

is

Twenty-

56'/,faced

to provide any evidence for or

of the sun as a detenn:in:lng factor

against the effect

above

of the sun's rays and reported that 49% of

the nests in his study faced south, 14'/, west and 23'.16
east.
west and 19'/, south.

ex-

in nest selection.

Nest Density and Territoriality
Pair density and territoriality
'lhe nine nesting
per pair.

activities

With the addition

were determined for Area A only.

reported :in

1967averaged 60 square miles

of five more nests in 1968 the average

dropped to 38 square miles per pair.

This figure :indicates a maximum

area per pair because f'ew adult eagles were reported in areas near
Faust :in Rush Valley and Fairfield
'Ibis density

in Cedar Valley.

seems to coincide with reports

from other areas.
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Dixon (19.37) founaJtb.at the 27 observed pairs
averaged J6 square miles per pair.

m southern

California.

Arnold (19.54) in his study in

Colorado found six pairs occupying six adjacent townships and Lockie
(1964) reported that his
per pair.

Scottish

Another Scottish

eagles averaged 27.1 square miles

eagle study (Watson, 1957) :indicated that

five pairs of eagles averaged nine square miles of territory.

McGahan

(1968) found the birds in his study to average one pair per 66.J square
miles.
The shortest

distance between active nests was 0.68 miles.

near by nest provided the third point in a triangle

A

whose area was 0.48

square miles.

McGahan (1968) reported two active nests being 1.0 miles

apart but left

it unclear as to the topography and territoriality

tween the nests.

be-

Dixon (1937) stated that nesting pairs are sometimes

wi th:i.n two square miles.
On a basis

of the information

of the various eagle pairs,
each other.

their

concerning direction

territories

Pair AJa had 54.5'1,of their

to pair A4 whose activity

appeared to be opposite

activity

and 18.2</, to the east and south respectively.
was evenly distributed

of activity

to the north and 27.J;b

This is almost opposite
between west and south.

Pair A5 had 45. 5%and Jl.8% to the east and south respectively,
only 18.2% to the west.

This activity

to the west was centered toward

the roost located 0.25 miles in that direction,
there an indication

with

of any bird of nest

and at no time was

A5 going far beyond this point.

'lhese birds were often seen hunting the area between their

nest and the

lake.

It appears that these three nests are at the apex of' their

tories

and that these territories

radiate

away from each other.

terriThis
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corresponds to Dixon's (1937) statement that eagles have their
on the margin of their hunting range and radiated
A similar

away from each other.

appears to exist with nests A9, .AlO, A-11, and

situation

.Al4. The direction

nests

of their

activities

indicates

that their

proximity

to each other is only on the basis of nest si ta and not particularly
related

to territoriality.

in the valleys

Considering the lack of adequate nest sites

this is the logical

way to utilize

the available

hunting

area.

'Ihe birds of nest .Al4 had most of their
the north,

away from the Deseret Depot Activity.

and band Al5 had their
slightly

activity

activity

distributed

more to the north and south.

tion of the respective
around their nests.

hills

toward

Those of nests ABa

in all directions

with

This corresponds to the isola-

and the somewhat north-south

Particularly

directed

highlands

at nest .Al4, the adults were never

seen low over the valley floor but always along the open ridge tops
extending both north and south.

'Iherefore,

nests are located near the center of their

it appears that these
ranges.

Nesting Activity
F.a.rliest egg hying

dates for both years differed

days from February 24 in 1968 to March 6 in 1967.
no correlation

between this difference

at least

ten

There appears to be

and the temperature variation

between these two years.

'Ihe average high temperature for January of

both years was essentially

the same while the average low temperature

for January 1967 was 5.2 degrees F. higher than for the sa.me period in
1968.

The high temperatures

for February 1968 averaged 3.2 degrees F.

higher than for the same period in 1967 and the low temperature for

February 1968 averaged 4.4 degrees higher than for the same period in
1967.

It is doubtful that these temperature

the difference

in egg laying

The incubation
to be 42 days.

rate for the eagles in this

and Cade (1962) in their

closely

study was determined

to the 45 days stated

work on some Alaskan eagles,

above the 33 to 35 day listed
Clara County, California.

account for

dates.

'!his corresponds

by Hobbie

but is somewhat

by Carnie (19.54) for his study in Santa

Walker and Walker (1939) reported

single nest in southern California
Bent (1938) lists

differences

had a 43 day incubation

28 to 35 days as the incubation

that a
period.

time but adds that

35 seems more correct.
'lhe male was seen to assist
mate in the afternoons.
the case with their

during incubation

southern California

eagles.

They stated

in the nest from 65 to 70 days.

Seventy-five

time Hobbie and Cade (1962) reported

that the young remain
days is the length of

as required

for fiedging.

periods ranged from 59 to 70 days.

that the young are not starved

from their

In the

'Ihe nest

period had only one young for the last

weeks and was always supplied with more food than was eaten.
indicate

The

on nearby roosts.

Summer (1929b) and Carnie (1954) stated

with a 59 day fledging

that the

4 p.m. while the female rested.

male spent much of his time hunting or sitting

study fledging

his

Walker and Walker (1939) also found this to be

male incubated from noon until

present

by relieving

seven
This would

nests but leave for

other- reasons as yet unknown.
'lhe two reported
to coincide with reports

renesting

efforts

(A2, 1967; B.5a and b) seem

by Hanna (1930) and Dixon (1937) who established

30 days and 28 days respectively

between sets of eggs.

Twenty-one days

after

nest A2 was abandoned, the adults

materials
nest,

to the new site.

the time interval

were seen carrying

nesting

Although no eggs were laid in this

second

would appear to coincide with a 28 day schedule.

Nest B,5a was abandoned on April 11 and 25 days later
seen in nest B.5b. It is believed
.

2 eggs were

that this was the same female.

Her

mottled color and willingness

to stay on the nest when approached indi-

cate strong evidence for this

belief.

SUMMARY

Th.is study consisted

of 2 years of observations

of Golden :Eagles (Aguila chrysaetos
Tooele Counties,
shadscale

Utah.

canadensis)

in and around Utah and

!he area can be classified

biome with some juniper

(Juniperus

as a sagebrush-

osteospenna)

pine (Pinus monophylla) growing on the higher ground.
of the major study area consisted
separated

of two parallel

and pinyon

The topography

mountain ranges

by broad open valleys.

'lhirty-one
period.

on a population

nesting

Of these,

activities

8?%were on cliffs,

were observed over the two-year

6.,i

on the ground and

6.5%on

an abandoned gunnery tower at the Deseret Army Depot in Tooele County,
Utah.
!he average altitude
with no nesting
of all active

activities
cliff

nests

for the cliff

5,750 feet

nests was set at

seen above 6,800 feet.
faced west, 22i north,

Fifty-five

percent

19~ south, and 4~ east.

The size of the nests varied from the largest

measuring 1.1

meters wide, 1 meter deep and 1.6 meters high to the smallest
1 meter wide, O.? meter deep and
in nest construction
position

the surrounding

'!he materials

vegetation

used

in both com-

and abundance.
Pair density

ing activities
distance

reflected

0.5 meter high.

measuring

and territoriality

in the major study area on'.cy'. The greatest

between active

between active

were determined for the 15 nestunoccupied

nests was 16.1 miles and the shortest

nests was 0.68 miles.

distance

Pair density was set at one pair
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per 60 square miles in 1967 and one pair per 28 square miles in 1968.
'lhree active

nests were noted that formed a triangle

whose area was

0.48 square miles.
Territoriality

was based on the direction

adult birds from their
have their

Eight nesting

on the perimeter

nests

pairs located

nests.

their

'lhe first

nests

of their

near the center

eggs reported

of activity

pairs were determined to
territories

of their

while two other
activity.

for both years were laid

March 6, 1967, and February 24, 1968. The incubation
mined to be 42 days with the male assisting
during the afternoons •
Productivity
nesting

efforts

fledging

Adult defensive

per nesting

for occupation

to the sun at all

times.

casions

spreading

in her shade.

On three

nest in an attempt
Two renesting

as compared to 20

effort.

fledging

Seventy-five

It was noted in two cases that

for
percent

both young

of the shaded areas with the smaller

losing

This was in contrast

partially

eleven

behavior was noted at three nests although no

bird in both cases apparently
hot sun.

effort

and 17 eventually

per nesting

was apparent.

of a nest sparred

manner:

fledged in 1967 as compared to 74c/iin 1968.

·of the hatched birds

aggressiveness

amount

ranged from 59 to 70 days.

periods

in 1968 w.ith 23 young hatching

an average of 0.85 fledglings

period was deter-

12 hatched young and 9 of these fledged

for an average of 0.82 fledgling
efforts

on or about

only in a limited

was broken down in the following

in 1967 yielded

of the

as it was forced to stay in the

to the one ground nest which was exposed

Here the female was observed on several
her wings and allowing

oc-

the young to rest

occasions her mate brought tumbleweeds to the

to shade the young eaglet.
attempts

were observed during the study.

In 1967,

a nest with one egg was abandoned and the adults
materials

to an alternate

nest but failed

were seen adding

to_ lay eggs.

1968 a nest was abandoned with two eggs and the adults
and laid
ing.

two eggs in a new nest.

However, in
moved 0.7 miles

'lhese too were abandoned before hatch-
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ABSTRACT

A two year study was conducted on a population
(.Aquila ohrysaetos

canadensis)

of Golden F.agles

in the sagebrush-shadscale

biome of

West Central Utah.
'Ihirty-one

nesting

activites

were reported

with 27 of these occuring on cliffs,

for the two years

2 on the ground and 2 on an

abandoned gunnery tower at the U. S. Arr:rry Deseret Activity.
tude of the nests reflected
could not be correlated

the surrounding

to nesting

Dates and durations
along with productivity.

The alti-

topography and their

aspect

activity.

of various nesting

The first

activities

egg was laid

were reported

on March 6 in 1967

compared to February 24 in 1968. Incubation

lasted

period to fledge varied from 59 to 70 days.

There appeared to be no

between the amount of food at the nest and the length of

correlation
time required

for the young to fledge.

yielded an average of 0.82 fledglings
efforts

Pair density

'Iha shortest

in relation

efforts

in 1967

per nest as compared to 20 nesting
per nest.

for 1968 averaged 1 pair per 38 square miles and

where 3 active nests were in an area of 0.48 square miles.

one situation

their

El.even nesting

in 1968 averaging 0.85 fledglings

toriality

42 days and the

distance

between 2 of these nests was 0.68 miles.

was determined by the direction
to their

territories

nests.

while 2 were

of activity

Eight nests were located
near the center.

ated away from each other regardless

Terri-

of the adult birds
on the edge of

All territories

radi-

of the proximity of the nests.

Adult defensive
aggressiveness

behavior was noted at two nests

was apparent.

Young eaglets

although no

were observed sparring

for

small areas of shade with the smaller being forced to remain in the
sun.

At another nest the adult female shaded her young by spreading her

wings and on 3 occasions her mate brought tumbleweeds to the nest in
an apparent attempt to shade the young.
Two attempts
fully,

one after

egg in the first

to renest were observed and both ended unsuccess-

2 eggs were laid in both nests
and none in the second.

and the other with one

